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Earn College Credit with REA's Test Prep for CLEP* Biology Everything you need to pass the exam

and get the college credit you deserve.Our test prep for CLEP* Biology and the free online tools that

come with it, will allow you to create a personalized CLEP* study plan that can be customized to fit

you: your schedule, your learning style, and your current level of knowledge.Here's how it

works:Diagnostic exam at the REA Study Center focuses your studyOur online diagnostic exam

pinpoints your strengths and shows you exactly where you need to focus your study. Armed with

this information, you can personalize your prep and review where you need it the most. Most

complete subject review for CLEP* Biology Our targeted review covers all the material you'll be

expected to know for the exam and includes a glossary of must-know terms.Two full-length practice

examsThe online REA Study Center gives you two full-length practice tests and the most powerful

scoring analysis and diagnostic tools available today. Instant score reports help you zero in on the

CLEP* Biology topics that give you trouble now and show you how to arrive at the correct answer-so

you'll be prepared on test day.REA is the acknowledged leader in CLEP* preparation, with the most

extensive library of CLEP* titles available. Our test preps for CLEP* exams help you earn valuable

college credit, save on tuition, and get a head start on your college degree.
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Passed my Clep today with a 59 (scaled score). Needed a 50 to get college credit. I used this and

Khan academy online exclusively. I study off and on for a couple of months but feel I really could

have been prepared in a couple of weeks if I had buckled down. Keep in mind I haven't taken a

biology course in 17 years, so everything was unfamiliar. This book keeps things simple enough

and then I would supplement with Khan academy. The Clep questios are pretty broad and I feel the

sample test from this book are representative of how the real test questions are presented.

If you're like me, you are looking at this study guide to be able to simply pass the test and move on.

If you are a Biology major, or have to continue in ANY other Biology classes after the CLEP exam,

THIS STUDY GUIDE IS NOT ENOUGH. After studying for about a month and a half on and off, and

very intensely for the week prior to the test I passed with a 55, my school requirement was 50. This

guide is not very in depth, it is not a replacement for a text book. This will provide a general

overview of all of Biology that would be covered in what I would probably consider a high school

level course.To give an idea of what to expect when it comes to the CLEP exam, some of the

questions are very in depth and this guide won't help you, while others are very general and are well

covered in this study guide. My personal recommendation is to use this study guide along with a

college level text book to be able to securely pass the exam. This study guide and the included

practice tests will point you in the direction needed to study from a college text book.Again, I'm an

engineering major, so I don't care the slightest about biology. This study guide alone was enough

for me to barely pass. If barely passing is the goal, this MIGHT get you there, everyone has different

study habits and what worked for me may not work for you. If you want to secure a passing grade

on your first try, take the CLEP seriously, study seriously.

This CLEP prep book was really helpful, but it was not the only source I used. I used this book with

a combination of other resources like DIVE, Instantcert, online videos, and Baron's AP bio book. I

also spent about a month preparing for the CLEP exam (about 1-2 hours a day & extensive studying

the weekend before I took it). I was able to pass with a 53. I had similar scores with the practice

tests that REA provided. I also reviewed my answers to make sure I understood the material. REA's

CLEP biology book was a very helpful resource, and the practice tests helped a lot. One thing that



this book did not cover as much as were the charts/graphs/case studies that were on the CLEP.

Also, make sure to understand concepts, not just definitions. Good luck! :)

The material in this book is a little too general to really prepare someone for the test without

additional materials. I don't mind this as much as I mind the terrible customer service from R.E.A.

This book is supposed to come with 'Online Practice Exams.' The code at the back of this digital

edition did not work to allow me access to them. I sent an email nearly a week ago, and I have not

heard anything back from them acknowledging that I've had an issue. What a waste of money. The

vague material is NOT worth 25 dollars without the practice tests. BUYER BEWARE!

Studied this book and took the practice tests. I felt confident going into the test, but that quickly

changed. I took my test in March 2017 and the material in this book did not prepare me well for the

questions on the Exam. I felt I would score around 75-85, but only got a 50, which is the bare

minimum for credit at my college.

The book and practice tests are a great direction for how the test really is, just not as detailed. I

grouped this, Biology Smart, and CliffNotes AP Biology together. Every time I got a question wrong

on a practice test I looked it up in the Biological Science 11th Edition Textbook. I also had some

knowledge from taking Anatomy and Physiology. Walked away with a 63/80.

overall the material in the book was good preparation for the test. The practices tests were,

however, not the same format as the actual test. The book encourages one to take the practice

tests on REA's website so that one can familiarize one's self with the format of the actual test. Also

there were several technical difficulties with the online tests. There were loads of errors in the

diagnostic test. but each of the practice tests had only one error that I noticed. The first practice test

had one question which I selected the right answer but the test said I got the wrong answer

(however the explanation of why the answer was wrong said my answer was right). The second test

had one question which the only had 4 possible choices instead of 5, the 5th missing answer was

the correct one. there were four or five questions with no answers to select. I would not recommend

this product, however, I did pass the test using this as my only study guide, so I would not consider

the product a total waste.

read the book cover to cover, took both practice exams and did really well on themthe actual CLEP



DOES NOT cover the material in the book. At no time during the CLEP exam did I think "oh, i

studied that!". A lot of the test material was more advanced and the format of the exams were

different.I would buy a different book with slightly more advanced material and a better chemistry

section.
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